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Introduction

Attitude measurement is one of the most common goals of surveys. In the news media, for example, we frequently read reports of survey results revealing the proportions of Americans who approve and disapprove of the president’s performance in office, or the numbers of citizens who favor and oppose legislation outlawing abortion, or the percentages of people who prefer particular candidates running for public office. At this is true for the popular press, so it is true for surveys conducted by academics and by government. Many surveys are designed to measure behaviors as well, but attitude assessment has been, since the earliest surveys, the primary focus of research using the survey method (Converse, 1987). And, of course, the usual purpose for attitude measurement is not so much to understand people’s preferences per se, but rather to understand the forces shaping individuals’ cognition and behavior.

Although it is very common to see attitudes measured in surveys, it is rare for a survey to measure the strength of those attitudes. And yet it seems patently obvious that not all attitudes are alike. Some are strong, in the sense that they have profound effects on individuals’ cognition and behavior, and resist even the strongest pressures toward change. And other attitudes are weak, vulnerable to situational pressures, and with little if any impact on an individual’s thinking or action. Thus, it would seem that any attempt to use attitudes to understand cognition and behavior certainly ought to take into account variation in strength across those attitudes. Yet, despite this obvious
rationale for doing so, the vast majority of surveys have not attempted to measure this attribute of attitudes at all. Instead, they have simply settled for measuring attitude direction—revealing the proportions of people who are pro or con, favorable or unfavorable, positive or negative.

To be sure, the research literature has not made it obvious exactly how one should measure attitude strength in surveys. For example, in his chapter "Attitude Measurement" in the Handbook of Social Psychology, William Scott (1968) described nine variable properties of attitudes that might be considered dimensions of attitude strength: magnitude, intensity, ambivalence, salience, affective salience, cognitive complexity, overtness, embeddedness, and flexibility. But Scott did not make clear which of these dimensions one should measure if forced to choose, or how to go about doing so. During the more than twenty years since Scott’s chapter appeared, matters have gotten both more complicated and much clearer. Magnitude (or extremity), intensity, ambivalence (or certainty), and embeddedness have all been the subjects of extensive empirical research, whereas Scott’s other properties have been largely ignored. In their places a number of other dimensions of attitude strength have been explored, including ego involvement, affective-cognitive consistency, accessibility, amount of attitude-relevant knowledge, personal relevance, and vested interest. As the result of this research, appropriate and practical measurement procedures have been developed and refined.

More important, the last thirty years have brought us a great deal of evidence attesting to why attitude strength should be measured. Specifically, numerous studies have shown that strong attitudes are in fact more firmly crystallized and have more impact on cognition and behavior than weak attitudes. However, this literature is scattered in the journals of a variety of disciplines and has yet to be widely recognized. A review article written by Raden (1985) a few years ago discussed some of this literature, and much relevant work done before and since helps to make the case for attitude-strength measurement even more powerfully. This, therefore, seems like an especially opportune time to take a careful look back at this literature.

In this chapter we set out to do so, but not without a goal in mind. In reviewing this literature we will do our best to make the case that attitude strength should be measured whenever attitude direction is measured in surveys. No matter what one’s goal in measuring attitudes, we believe, it can be better achieved by measuring both attitude direction and attitude strength than by measuring direction alone.

In planning this review, we took into account both theoretical and practical considerations. Specifically, we recognized that the limitations on time and money that restrict all survey enterprises discourage the addition of numerous tagalong questions following each attitude measure. Therefore, rather than discussing all of Scott’s (1968) dimensions of attitude strength and all of the others that have gained some attention, we will focus on just five of these dimensions. These five were selected because they possess three great virtues: they are the easiest to measure in surveys, they are the easiest to comprehend conceptually, and they are the most extensively validated as measures of the fixedness and consequentiality of attitudes.

We begin below by defining these five dimensions: extremity, intensity, certainty, importance, and knowledge. We also describe how each of these dimensions can easily be measured in surveys. Next, we clarify how these various dimensions are related to one another. And finally, we review the existing body of evidence, documenting that each of these dimensions is useful for understanding the dynamics of attitudes. All this will make clear, we hope, why including one or more of these measures of attitude strength in surveys will greatly help researchers to gauge and understand public opinion and social behavior.

Definitions and Measurement

Extremity

Attitude extremity is the degree of favorableness or unfavorableness of an individual’s evaluation of a given object. The more extreme an individual’s attitude is, the further it is from neutrality. Therefore, attitude extremity has typically been operationalized as the deviation of an individual’s attitude rating from the midpoint of a pro-con dimension (Ewing, 1942, Judd and Johnson, 1981; Tannenbaum, 1956; Tesser, 1978; van der Pligt, Ester, and van der Linden, 1983). This seems straightforward enough on the surface, but as Abelson (1990) has recently pointed out, there are at least three different meanings of an “extreme” degree of favorability. The attitude object might attach to a number of strong values held by the individual; the attitude might be sweeping in its lack of qualification (e.g., “All research and commercial activity involving the incarceration of animals of any sort should be banned immediately”); or the attitude might be extreme because one deems it legitimate to go to great lengths to defend it—extremists in a political cause might endorse terrorism, for example. Despite this conceptual ambiguity, the assessment of extremity has been straightforward: departure from the neutral point of an attitude scale.

Intensity

Some attitudes involve strong, affective responses to objects, whereas other attitudes involve little or no emotional reaction. Attitude intensity is defined as the strength of an individual’s feelings about an attitude object (Krosnick
Knowledge

Some attitudes are accompanied in memory by relatively little information about the attitude object, whereas other attitudes are linked to large stores of beliefs about the object. Amount of attitude-relevant knowledge has usually been measured by asking respondents to list everything they know about an attitude object (Davidson, Yanis, Norwood, and Montano, 1985; Kallgren and Wood, 1986; Wood, 1982, Wood, Kallgren, and Preider, 1985). This dimension has also been assessed simply by asking individuals to report how knowledgeable they feel they are about an issue (e.g., Chuang, 1988). In addition, knowledge has been gauged by the number of correct answers people give to quizlike questions (Iyengar, 1990; Wilson, Kraft, and Dunn, 1989).

Relations Between These Dimensions

In the simplest of worlds, these various dimensions of attitude strength would all be highly correlated with one another; that is, strong attitudes would be extreme, intense, held with great certainty, considered highly important, and bolstered by extensive knowledge. In contrast, weak attitudes would be moderate, would not involve intense feelings, would involve a great deal of ambivalence, would be unimportant to people, and would be bolstered by little or no knowledge. It would be very rare indeed to see an important attitude that was not extreme or an intense attitude that was not bolstered by lots of knowledge.

But the world is not so simple. Instead, a number of studies have documented low to moderate positive correlations between intensity and extremity (Cantril, 1946; Guttman and Schuman, 1947; Stouffer et al., 1950), intensity and certainty (Allport and Hartman, 1925; McGroskey, Richard, and Arnold, 1967–1969; Raden, 1983; Stouffer et al., 1950), extremity and certainty (Allport and Hartman, 1925; Fazio and Zanna, 1978a; Johnson, 1940; McDill, 1959; Mehring, 1959; though see Lemon, 1968), importance and extremity (Borgida and Howard-Pitney, 1983; Brent and Granberg, 1982; Cialdini, Lesy, Herman, Kozlowski, and Petty, 1976; Converse and Schuman, 1970; Granberg and Burdison, 1983; Howard-Pitney, Borgida, and Omoto, 1985; Knover, 1936; Krosnick and Tellhami, 1990; Lemon, 1968; Rhines and Bailey, 1983; Smith, 1982), importance and intensity (Raden, 1983), importance and certainty (Raden, 1983; Tourangeau and Rasinski, 1989; though see Budd and Spencer, 1984), importance and knowledge (Bradburn and Caplovitz, 1965; Vallone, Ross, and Lepper, 1985; Wood, 1982), and certainty and knowledge (Davidson et al., 1985). Thus, it would

1 Tourangeau and Rasinski (1990) recently demonstrated that certainty and conflict are only very weakly correlated with one another (r = .32 and .21 for two different issues), so they may not reflect the same underlying construct.

2 Some authors have referred to measures of attitude importance as assessing attitude centrality (e.g., Judd and Krosnick, 1982; Schuman and Presser, 1981). Given the other uses of the term centrality in social psychology over the years (Asch, 1946; Lewin, 1951; Newcomb, 1964), we now think it best to use this term to refer to the extent of connectedness between an attitude and other cognitive elements in memory, and to use the term importance to refer to the degree to which an individual is concerned about the attitude.
is useful to recognize the special conditions under which they do coexist at high levels, as Abelson (1988) illustrated. He conducted factor analyses of them on a number of different issues and consistently uncovered three general dimensions: cognitive elaboration, emotional commitment, and ego preoccupation. Cognitive elaboration is similar to knowledge. Emotional commitment is a combination of intensity and certainty. Ego preoccupation involves concern about the attitude issue and the attachment of personal importance to the attitude object. These three dimensions were found to correlate only weakly in the general population, but Abelson (1988) argued that they could be viewed as components of attitudinal "conviction," with important consequences resulting from the simultaneous presence of all three. Consistent with this general perspective, Tourangeau, Rasinski, Bradburn, and D'Andrade, (1989a, 1989b) identified interactions among dimensions of strength.

Taken together, then, this body of evidence suggests that the various aspects of attitude strength that we discuss below do not all reflect a single underlying dimension. Rather, they are conceptually and empirically separable and may therefore have nonoverlapping effects.

The Evidence for Crystallization

Presumably, the most significant attribute of strong attitudes is that they are more resistant to change than weak attitudes. Therefore, if extremity, intensity, certainty, importance, and knowledge are to be viewed as dimensions of attitude strength, we must first show that these dimensions differentiate crystallized attitudes from uncrystralized ones.

Fortunately, this claim has received support from four kinds of studies. The first type explored responsiveness to persuasive communications intended to change attitudes in laboratory settings. As would be expected, more extreme attitudes changed less (Ewing, 1942; Osgood and Tannenbaum, 1955; Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957; Sarat and Vidmar, 1976; Tannenbaum, 1956), and attitudes that people considered more personally

---

3 Johnson and Eagly (1989) argued recently that self-interest and value relevance might produce attitudes with very different characteristics, thus suggesting that self-interest based importance may be distinct from value-relevance based importance. This debate is beyond the scope of our current enterprise.

4. Of course, it is plausible to hypothesize that many of the conditions that create greater attitude strength are themselves encouraged by strong attitudes, particularly in the context of attitude extremity and intergroup conflict (Abelson, 1990). For example, the increase in extremity following group discussion may make it more likely that some of the group's members will mount the out-group p, or make more publicly salient the intergroup disagreement. These influences in

5. Unfortunately, attitude extremity was not included in these analyses.

6. Note that this result is just the opposite of what would be expected based on "regression to the mean," whereby more extreme attitudes should change more than moderate ones (assuming that the mean attitude is moderate).
important changed less (Fine, 1957; Gann, 1975; Kowert, 1936; Powell, 1977; Rhine and Severance, 1970; Wood, 1982) and Wood, Kallgren, and Preiser (1985) found that greater knowledge about an attitude object was associated with greater resistance to attitude change. And Marks and Kamin (1988) found greater attitude change among people low in attitudinal confidence.

A second approach to testing the resistance hypothesis involves examining people’s responses to leading questions. Asking a leading question can induce people to generate cognitions consistent with the implications of the question and can thereby induce attitude change. If strong attitudes are more resistant to change, then these attitudes should prompt people to resist the persuasive impact of leading questions. As expected, Swann and colleagues found just this with regard to certainty: people who were more certain about their attitude were more resistant to influence in this fashion (Swann and Ely, 1984; Swann, Pelham, and Chidester, 1988).

However, Swann, Pelham, and Chidester (1988) did identify one type of leading question that induced more attitude change among high-certainty individuals than among low-certainty individuals. This involved asking people loaded questions that encouraged people to make statements that were consistent with, but more extreme than, their attitudes. Doing so led highly certain respondents’ attitudes to become more moderate and had no effect on less certain respondents. Thus, resistance strategies that are usually effective can be turned on their heads.

A third set of studies has examined the impact of having people explain the reasons for their attitudes. This cognitive exercise can produce attitude change, and it would be expected to do so most among individuals with weak attitudes. Consistent with this notion, Wilson, Kraft, and Dunn (1989) showed that the disruptive effect of explaining attitudes is greatest among individuals with relatively little attitude-relevant knowledge (for a review of these and related studies, see Wilson, Dunn, Kraft, and Lisle, 1989).

The attitude-change hypothesis has also been tested via a fourth method: by assessing attitude stability over relatively long time periods during the course of everyday life. If stronger attitudes are indeed more resistant to change, they should show higher levels of stability. Consistent with this expectation, a number of studies have found that personally important attitudes are more stable over time than unimportant attitudes (Converse, 1964; Hahn, 1970; Kendall, 1954; Krosnick, 1988b; Schuman and Presser, 1981). High conviction enhances the stability of attitudes (Abelson, 1988), and high conflict is associated with lowered attitude stability (Tourangeau and Rasinski, 1990). Surprisingly, Schwartz (1978) found that more extreme attitudes were not more stable than moderate attitudes, but this result may be attributable to the confounding of less true attitude change with more regression to the mean among individuals with more extreme attitudes. Nonetheless, the general weight of the evidence here favors the hypothesis that stronger attitudes are more stable over time.

Additional studies have highlighted some of the likely mechanisms of the increased resistance of strong attitudes to change. First, Ciocchi, Levy, Herman, Kozlowski, and Petty (1976) showed that in response to the news that individuals would be discussing an issue with someone with whom they disagreed, important attitudes became more polarized, whereas unimportant attitudes became more moderate. Thus, people presumably brace to protect important attitudes and prepare to be flexible when attitudes are unimportant. Second, a number of studies have illustrated that personally important attitudes are more likely to be consistent with other attitudes and with basic values than unimportant ones (Jackman, 1977; Judd and Krosnick, 1989; Krosnick, 1990b; Schuman and Presser, 1981; Smith, 1982). These other attitudes and values presumably lend stability to the target attitude in the face of attack. And finally, Howard-Pitney, Borgida, and Onoto (1986) demonstrated that people for whom an attitude is personally important are especially likely to generate challenging cognitive responses to counterattitudinal arguments. This tendency toward biased cognitive elaboration also presumably enhances resistance to change.

The Evidence for Greater Influence

It is all well and good to demonstrate that strong attitudes are more firmly crystallized than weak ones. But that is only the first step toward demonstrating that measuring attitude strength would be useful in surveys. In order to be fully convincing, we must produce evidence that strong attitudes also have greater influence on cognition and behavior than weak attitudes. Happily, there is a great deal of such evidence available, and it addresses many phenomena: the impact of attitudes on behavior and perceptions of others’ attitudes, the impact of attitudinal similarity on social attraction, the impact of attitudes toward an object’s individual attitudes on attitudes toward the entire object, the impact of attitudes on memory for attitude-relevant information, the susceptibility of attitude reports to slight changes in a survey question, and a host of other miscellaneous findings. We review all this below.

Attitude-Behavior Consistency

One of the most important goals of surveys is to predict or explain individuals’ behavior from reports of their attitudes. Although it is well known that the attitude-behavior relation is typically weak, it would seem likely that the
relation would be strong in the case of strong attitudes and weak in the case of weak attitudes.

A number of studies have supported this assertion. For example, Fazio and Zanna (1978a, 1978b) found that more extreme attitudes and attitudes held with greater certainty were more consistent with behavior. Peterson and Dutton (1975) also found that greater attitude extremity was associated with increased attitude-behavior correspondence.

Sample and Warland (1973) and Davidson et al. (1985) also found greater attitude-behavior consistency for attitudes held with greater confidence. Krosnick (1986a), Schuman and Presser (1981), Jaccard and Becker (1985), and Rokeach and Klopman (1972) reported greater attitude-behavior consistency among people for whom the attitude was personally important than among people for whom the attitude was unimportant. Kallgren and Wood (1986) found greater attitude-behavior correspondence for attitudes accompanied by more relevant knowledge in memory. Finally, significantly greater numbers of people with high attitude conviction than those with low attitude conviction said they would volunteer to work once a month for a group supporting their attitude position (Abelson, 1987). Thus, this group of studies suggests that attitude strength does moderate the attitude-behavior relation.

This evidence would be especially significant for the typical survey researcher; if it turned out that attitude strength varies across issues and attitude positions. In fact, this does appear to be the case sometimes. For example, Schuman and Presser (1981) showed that, in the late 1970s, Americans who were anti-gun control or anti-abortion typically had stronger attitudes than those who were pro-gun control or pro-abortion. Similarly, Abelson (1987) found that, in the late 1980s, Connecticut residents with higher importance ratings and higher commitment scores alike tended to take the conservative side on each of two issues (anti-abortion, pro-AIDS testing), whereas those with higher knowledge ratings tended to take the liberal sides.

Furthermore, Abelson discovered that attitudes toward compulsory AIDS testing were of higher importance than attitudes toward the legality of abortion, but attitude intensity and clarity were higher on abortion than on AIDS. More data-snooping is required before it becomes clearer what types of issues in what stages of their history recruit what types of attitude strength, because attitude strength is sometimes completely independent of attitude position (e.g., Krosnick and Telhami, 1990).

---

7 Fazio and Zanna's (1978a, 1978b) and Peterson and Dutton's (1975) evidence could simply reflect the fact that more extreme attitudes are more variable and produce stronger correlations as a result (see Dawes and Smith, 1986, pp. 555-563).

---

Perceptions of Others' Attitudes

According to social judgment theory, actions and statements of attitudes are inherently ambiguous and require some degree of interpreting in order for a perceiver to specify precisely what another person's attitude is (Sherif and Hovland, 1961). This interpretation is accomplished partly through comparisons of the other person's behavior with one's own attitude, which acts as a perceptual anchor. And this comparative process is thought to bring about perceptual distortion: attitudes close to one's own are assimilated toward it, and attitudes clearly different are contrasted away from it.

Social judgment theory argues that stronger attitudes are more powerful anchors and therefore have more impact than weak attitudes on perceptual processes. Thus, individuals with strong attitudes are thought to see others as primarily falling into one of two groups: those with whom they agree (at one end of the attitude continuum) and those with whom they disagree sharply (at the other end of the continuum). People with weak attitudes would be expected to perceive others as falling more evenly across the attitude dimension.

This hypothesis has received support in Krosnick's (1986, 1988a) survey-based studies of attitude importance and political candidate perception. He found that voters who considered a political issue to be personally important perceived presidential candidates to take extreme, opposing stands on the issue. In contrast, voters for whom an issue was personally unimportant were more likely to perceive competing pairs of candidates as taking identical, moderate stands.

Judd and Johnson (1981) reported comparable findings, using a very different approach. They compared a group of women who were strongly pro-women's rights to a group who were only weakly so. Relative to the weakly-pro group, the strongly-pro group reported greater knowledge about the issue, attached greater personal importance to it, and showed greater attitude extremity. And as compared to the weakly-pro group, the strongly-pro group overestimated the proportions of people who were pro-women's rights and anti-women's rights (rather than being neutral) among a variety of social groups to which they did not belong. Similarly, van der Pligt, Ester, and van der Linden (1983) and Crano, Gorenclo, and Shackelord (1988) found that people with more extreme attitudes perceived a greater proportion of others to take their side on an issue. Consistent with this, Hutt (1986) found that people with more extreme attitudes judged attitude statements to be more extreme. And Allison andMessick (1988), who experimentally manipulated attitude extremity, showed that increased extremity heightens subjects' perceptions of the proportions of others who share their attitudes.
These studies indicate that greater perceptual distortion is associated with strong attitudes than with weak attitudes. 

Holtz and Miller (1985) found related evidence in their exploration of perceptions of the attitudes of social groups. Two kinds of groups were compared: those to which people did belong (in-groups), and those to which they did not belong and competed against for social status (out-groups). On issues people considered personally important, they exaggerated agreement with in-groups, and they exaggerated disagreement with out-groups. But on issues that were not personally important to people, no such exaggeration occurred.

Marks and Miller (1982) provided analogous evidence in a very different way. Rather than studying group membership, these investigators focused on the other person's attractiveness. On issues people considered personally important, they exaggerated perceived agreement between themselves and attractive others, and they exaggerated perceived disagreement between themselves and unattractive target others. No such effects appeared in the cases of issues that subjects considered personally unimportant, further indicating that strong attitudes have stronger effects on perception than do weak attitudes.

Only one study has reported results that are discordant with this literature. In Krosnick's (1991) study of the false-consensus effect, he did find the strength of the perceptual-distortion effect to vary depending upon the importance of the issue to people. Surprisingly, however, the false-consensus effect was weaker in the case of important attitudes than in the case of unimportant attitudes; that is, people generally tended to overestimate the proportion of others who shared their own opinions on an issue, but especially on issues they considered unimportant. This contradicts the expectation that more important attitudes would be more powerful instigators of the false-consensus effect.

However, this effect may be understandable in light of Dawes's (1989) analysis of the false-consensus effect. High-importance individuals presumably have more information about others' stands on an issue (Krosnick, 1990a), so they need not rely on their own stands to infer those of others. By contrast, low-importance individuals are presumably less well informed about the issue generally and are therefore forced to look to their own stands as information about where others may stand. Thus, the reduced false-consensus effect here may reflect greater issue-relevant knowledge among individuals whose attitudes on it are important to them.

Taken together, then, this literature generally supports our expectation that more important attitudes have more impact on perceptions, and this finding highlights yet another reason why it is useful to distinguish strong attitudes from weak ones.

**Similarity-Attraction Effect**

Theories of cognitive consistency argue that people should be attracted to others who share their attitudes instead of others who hold attitudes that conflict with their own (e.g., Festinger, 1957; Heider, 1958). Consistent with this notion, a great deal of research has demonstrated that attitudinal similarity leads to interpersonal attraction (e.g., Byrne, 1961, 1971; Newcomb, 1961). If this is so, we would certainly expect it to be especially true in the case of strong attitudes as compared to weak ones.

There is much evidence in support of this expectation. A number of studies have shown greater correspondence between an individual's attitudes and his or her friends' attitudes when the individual's attitudes are extreme or highly important (Judd and Johnson, 1981; Tedin, 1974, 1980). Likewise, attitude similarity is a more powerful determinant of attraction to strangers (Byrne, London, and Griffitt, 1968; Clore and Balridge, 1968) and to political candidates (Aldrich and McKeelvey, 1977; Granberg and Holmberg, 1986; Krosnick, 1988b; 1990a; McGraw, Lodge, and Stroh, 1990; Rabinowitz, Prothro, and Jacoby, 1982; Schuman and Presser, 1981, Shapiro, 1969) when the attitude involved is personally important to the individual. Iyengar (1990) also reported a similar finding regarding attitude-relevant knowledge. The more an individual knew about a particular attitude, the more heavily he or she weighed self-other similarity involving that attitude when evaluating others.

**Part-Whole Attitude Consistency**

According to Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975, Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980) Theory of Reasoned Action, people's attitudes toward objects are derived from their beliefs about the attributes of the object and their attitudes toward those attributes. Fishbein and Ajzen assumed that attributes toward which an individual has stronger attitudes would have greater impact on the overall attitude toward the object. This enhanced impact is presumably reflected by a greater level of evaluative consistency between the overall attitude and the attitudes toward the attributes.

In line with this assumption, Budd (1986) showed that the attributes of cigarette smoking that individuals consider more important are also more strongly correlated with overall evaluations of smoking. Similarly, Watkins...
and Park (1972) and Rosen and Ross (1968) reported that attitudes toward one's own body parts are more strongly correlated with overall attitudes toward one's own body when attitudes toward the body parts are especially important. Analogously, an individual's self-esteem is more influenced by satisfaction with more personally important dimensions of self-evaluation (Hochler, 1985; Kaplan, 1980; Marsh, 1986; Pelham and Swann, 1980; Rosenberg, 1965), and with dimensions that were evaluated with greater certainty (Pelham and Swann, 1989). And considerations of economic self-interest have more impact on presidential candidate preferences among people for whom economic issues are especially important (Young, Borgida, Sullivan, and Aldrich, 1987).

Memory for Attitude-Relevant Information

According to cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), retaining information in memory that challenges one's attitude on an issue is uncomfortable. Therefore, people would be expected to be biased in favor of remembering attitude-consistent information and forgetting attitude-inconsistent information. This has been termed a "congeniality bias" in memory. Although investigators have found it very difficult to document this tendency reliably (Roberts, 1985), this may be because they have failed to differentiate strong attitudes from weak ones. Certainly, we would expect the effect to be stronger in the case of the former.

Consistent with this expectation, Berent (1990) showed recently that attitude importance does indeed regulate the strength of this effect. He examined memory for information acquired in two very different ways: reading sentences on computer screens in laboratory settings, and watching actual United States presidential debates when they were initially broadcast on television in people's own homes. As expected, individuals who considered an issue to be more important were more likely to remember attitude-consistent information and less likely to remember attitude-inconsistent information than people who considered the issue to be unimportant.

In contrast, Johnson and Judd (1983) found no greater congeniality bias in the case of committed activists on an issue, as compared to nonactivists. However, Johnson and Judd's memory measure was quite different from that used by Berent (1990). Instead of assessing recall of attitude-relevant statements that subjects had read, Johnson and Judd examined their subjects' recall of the hypothetical individuals who supposedly made each statement. Cognitive consistency theories do not offer such a strong rationale for a congeniality bias in this sort of memory task, so the failure to find an effect of activism is not especially disconcerting.

A second hypothesis involving attitude strength and memory has also received some support. This hypothesis proposes that people should attend more closely to and think more deeply about information relevant to stronger attitudes. As a result, this information should be better remembered than information relevant to weaker attitudes.

Howard-Pitney, Borgida, and Omoto (1986) failed to uncover evidence of such a relation in the case of attitude importance; and Crano, Gorenpolo, and Shackelford (1988) failed to find an association in the case of attitude extremity. However, Iyengar (1990) did find that people who had more attitude-relevant knowledge stored in memory also had better recall of newly acquired attitude-relevant information. Similarly, Kroonick and Schuman (1985) and Berent (1990) found that attitude importance was associated with better memory for attitude-relevant information. Furthermore, Kroonick (1990a) found that perceptions of the directions of political candidates' stands on a political issue were more accurate among people who considered the issue more personally important. These individuals also evidenced greater accuracy in their perceptions of the directions of differences between political candidates' stands on an issue.

Berent (1990) showed that the correlation between attitude importance and memory for attitude-relevant information was not mediated by selective exposure to attitude-relevant information. Rather, attitude importance apparently induced deeper processing of such information, thus producing stronger memory traces. In addition, Kroonick and Schuman's (1985) evidence suggests that the association between attitude importance and memory appears when the recall task is performed days after information exposure, but not when it is performed only minutes after exposure. Thus, it seems that attitude strength is associated with differential decay of information in memory, not differential likelihood of storing a trace in memory initially.

Susceptibility to Survey Response Effects

The final area of research we shall consider is the most puzzling. This research has explored the magnitude of response effects: the impact on people's attitude self-reports of subtle changes in an attitude question's wording, format, or placement in a questionnaire. Since the earliest research in this area, researchers have assumed that respondents with strong attitudes would be less susceptible to such effects (Blakenship, 1940, p. 401; Cantril, 1944, pp. 34, 35, 45, 48-49; Converse, 1970, p. 177, 1974, p. 656; Erikson and Luttbeg, 1973, pp. 35-39; Gallup, 1941, p. 261; Kegley, 1985; Katz, 1940, p. 279; Payne, 1951, pp. 135, 179; Rosenberg, Verba, and Converse, 1970, pp. 24-25). Presumably, the notion was that a person who is strongly antibortion, for example, will say so clearly and identically, regardless of how he or
she is asked. In contrast, a person who is only weakly on one side of the issue can presumably be induced to express any of a variety of different positions.

Though widely believed, this hypothesis has rarely been tested. The most comprehensive test of it was reported by Krosnick and Schuman (1988), who explored the impact of attitude importance, intensity, and certainty on susceptibility to response effects. Surprisingly, they found that five such effects (response order, question order, tone of wording, balance, and acquiescence effects) were not smaller for important attitudes, intense attitudes, or attitudes held with great certainty. Only in the case of middle-alternative effects was the hypothesis confirmed. When asked questions for which a middle-alternative response is plausible (e.g., gun control laws should be kept as they are now, instead of being made stricter or less strict), offering the middle alternative explicitly in the question is most likely to attract respondents for whom the attitude is not important or intense (although see Stember and Hyman, 1949–1950).

Bishop (1990) conducted a similar set of analyses, and, like Krosnick and Schuman (1988), he found that attitude importance did not regulate the magnitude of question-order or response-order effects. And, like Krosnick and Schuman, Bishop found that attitude importance did moderate the magnitude of middle-alternative effects. But, in contrast to Krosnick and Schuman, Bishop found that attitude importance did seem to moderate the magnitude of balance effects—that is, including an argument against a particular policy in a question decreased expressed support for the policy, especially among people with unimportant attitudes. This finding is consistent with the speculation that balance effects occur through attitude change, and important attitudes are more resistant to change.

Krosnick (1991) reported an interesting reversal of the expected pattern. His focus was on the false-consensus effect—the tendency for people to overestimate the proportion of others who share their points of view on the issue. This tendency is generally stronger when respondents are asked first about others’ attitudes and subsequently about their own, as compared to when respondents are asked first about their own views on an issue and then subsequently are asked how many others share this view (Baron and Roper, 1976; Krosnick, 1990b; McCauley, Kogan, and Teger, 1971; Mullen, Atkins, Champion, Edwards, Hardy, Story, and Vanderkloot, 1985; Mullen, Driskell, and Smith, 1989; Mullen and Hu, 1988; though see Weinstein, 1984). Krosnick (1991) found that this effect of question order on the magnitude of the false-consensus effect was stronger among people who considered the issue to be highly personally important than among people who considered it to be unimportant.

Tourangeau, Rasinski, Bradburn, and D’Andrade (1989a, 1989b) reported even more complex results: an interaction between importance, ambivalence, and a question-order effect. Their interest was in the possibility that prior questions might prime beliefs that then influence answers to later target questions. Consistent with Krosnick and Schuman’s (1988) and Bishop’s (1990) conclusions, the priming effects Tourangeau et al. observed were no larger on average among respondents who considered the issue to be unimportant than among those who considered it highly important. However, Tourangeau et al. did observe a nonsignificant trend suggesting that the priming effects may have been slightly greater among respondents who said they had ambivalent feelings on the issue (Bishop, 1990, reported a similar finding). More important, though, Tourangeau et al. found that their priming effects were concentrated among respondents who both considered the issue important and were high in ambivalence.

In sum, it is currently unclear precisely what role attitude strength plays in regulating the occurrence of response effects. The relatively simple hypothesis that these effects are greater in the case of weaker attitudes has clearly been disconfirmed. It does seem that some attitude-strength dimensions may regulate some of these effects, although in rather complex fashions that depend upon the particular effect involved. It therefore appears that attitude strength is yet again worth taking into account when using attitude measures.

**Conclusion**

Whether one is interested in the impact of attitudes on behavior, on perceptions of others’ attitudes, on interpersonal attraction, on superordinate attitudes, or on memory for attitude-relevant information, more informed predictions can be made with measures of attitude strength in hand than without them. The one exception to this rule is in the case of question-order and response-order effects in attitude measurement, which seem not to depend on attitude strength. But in general the weight of the evidence is strongly on the supporting side. It is therefore likely to prove rewarding to survey researchers to include one or more measures of attitude strength when assessing attitude direction. The pattern of relationships observed in respondents with strong attitudes will most likely be different from that observed among respondents with weak attitudes.

When it comes to giving advice on which measure of strength to use, the data base at hand is not sufficiently developed to make a clear recommendation. As we noted, the dimensions of attitude strength are only weakly correlated with one another, which means that one’s choice among them may well be quite consequential. We therefore see two stances that one might take: As Abelson (1988) has done, one can measure all of the dimensions and aggregate them, on the theory that the small subset of individuals who score
high on many measures is possessed of more of a general attitude-strength property (say, conviction) than the subset of uniformly low scorers. This strategy appears to produce coherent, albeit somewhat weak, relationships with other variables. The obvious disadvantage of this strategy is that a large number of attitude-strength questions must be asked for each attitude object.

An alternative tack is to make a theoretical and practical commitment to a particular strength measure, and work out its relationships to other variables in detail. Among the strength dimensions considered here, the two most promising would appear to be importance and extremity, because they appear to be the most well-researched of these variables. In our review 87 empirical results were cited. Importance was the applicable measure in 56 of these; extremity was mentioned 13 times, and the other strength variables together accounted for 18 references. We do not know, of course, with what frequency the various strength measures failed to show effects, since non-results are likely to find their ways into file drawers instead of journals and books (Rosenthal, 1979). And given our own areas of research emphasis, we are more likely to be informed about research on attitude importance that is in the publication pipeline than such work on other dimensions. Nonetheless, importance and extremity seem to be the most extensively documented dimensions to date, so it may prove most useful at this point in time to make use of these two factors.
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